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ABSTRACT
Most of the academic papers on concurrency control published in
the last five years have assumed the following two design decisions:
(1) applications execute transactions with serializable isolation and
(2) applications execute most (if not all) of their transactions using
stored procedures. I know this because I am guilty of writing these
papers too. But results from a recent survey of database administra-
tors indicates that these assumptions are not realistic. This survey
includes both legacy deployments where the cost of changing the
application to use either serializable isolation or stored procedures
is not feasible, as well as new “greenfield” projects that not encum-
bered by prior constraints. As such, the research produced by our
community is not helping people with their real-world systems and
thus is essentially irrelevant.

In this talk/denouncement, I will descend from my ivory tower
and argue that we need to rethink our agenda for concurrency control
research. Recent trends focus on asking the wrong questions and
solving the wrong problems. I contend that the real issues that
will have the most impact are not easily solved by more “clever”
algorithms. Instead, in many cases, they can only be solved by
hardware improvements and artificial intelligence.
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